
Tuesday, April 14, 2015

! NMGRA Board Meeting Notes

- In attendance: Tony C. , Keith H.,  Kelly P, Matt D, Zane S.

- On the phone: Will Lann, Rob, Tim, Alan, 

- Meeting was called to order at 7: 17pm by Kelly Peebles.

Membership Report -  There are renewed members that need to be voted in, Matt, 
T.C., Cheryl, Shelda Wild, Terri H. and Sarah I. Rob made a motion to vote in renewing 
members, Keith 2nd, all in favor, no objections or abstentions.

Treasurers Report - 750.00 came in from the barn dance, there are also several 
membership renewal fees coming in. 211.75 for board insurance came out and 149.30 
for reimbursement for the bar cards was also sent out. NMAS's check needs to 
reissued, it was not delivered. Keith will deliver it to Jimmy at NMAS next week.

President's Report - Kelly only has no further reporting, everything else will be 
discussed during rodeo committee. 

Vice President's Report - Kenny sent in his report, he is working with the new owners 
of Sidewinders, Cris is the new owner he has been working with. The pride parade 
deadline is May 29th. The float prices are less expensive the earlier we submit our 
entrance application/fee. Walking and riding groups will also be in order with the floats. 
ABQ Pride in June 13th. Kelly has asked for riders with horses who are interested to let 
him know. Panels will be needed to set up the area for the horses inside of the expo 
grounds. Matt made a motion not to do a VIP entry into the ABQ Pride parade, but that 
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we will enter the parade and pay for it during April to take advantage of the discount. 
There was further discussion about forgoing the parade but having a booth presence at 
the parade grounds. Will L believes that there should be a float presence with at least a 
couple of horses to have a presence in the ABQ parade. There will also be a chance to 
add horses at a later date. There is also discussion to also have a presence at the 
Santa Fe Pride Parade and event this year. Single vehicle entry for ABQ pride parade is 
85.00. Keith made a motion to go with a truck and flat bed in the parade and pay for it 
this month to include a booth and two horses. All in favor, no objections or abstentions. 
Bar cards and membership forms need to be gathered. Pride details need to be worked 
out for parade. Zane will send prices will be sent to the board so that the check can be 
written.

Trustee's Report - Brian is at the IGRA meeting in Little Rock. He has also met with the 
Santa Fe tourism board and they have extended this agreement from 2015 to include 
the next five years. He has sold a buckle as well as a banner. NMGRA netted 750 at the 
barn dance fundraiser that was held. 

Secretary's Report - Notes were sent out for review and revision. There were a few 
minor revisions. Keith made a motion to accept the minutes, no objections or 
abstentions. Zane had been working with Sidewinders to try and get some sort of 
arraignment worked out with bar to participate in pride and help boost attendance.

New Business  - Mailbox renewal will be sent in to pay it. no objections or abstentions. 
tony made motion. Matt 2nd. C4 is due by the end of the month. 10.00 will be paid no 
motion needed. There has been several issues with name badges, Keith has been 
looking for a new vendor for name badges. Keith has found an alternate vendor to get 
new name badges made. Keith will get further details and make a few phone calls to get 
further info. We will revisit at the next meeting. NMGRA would like to reach out to UCS 
to see if they need color presentation at coronation.

Old Business - Meeting needs to be rescheduled for officer handoff.

- Motion to adjourn meeting at  8:05pm, there was a 2nd made.

- Meeting Adjourned 
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Rodeo committee 8:05 pm

The barn dance was a phenomenal success. There were many networking 

opportunities made. The mayor of Santa Fe, Javier Gonzales, attended. Folks from 

Phoenix drive up for the event. contacts were made for people who wanted to volunteer 

and help with future events and the rodeo. Maria will present the financial breakdown at 

the next meeting. $785.00 was the amount netted after expenses.

Buckles - Maria was only able to get the vendor to come down to 145.00. Will would like 

to try and use the local vendor. Will has asked that a motion be made to allow us to 

increase the limit for the buckle cost to 145.00. Matt made a motion to accept 

Mortensen crafting the buckles for the Zia rodeo at 145.00. Kelly 2nd. All in favor, no 

objections, or abstentions. 

Rodeo Arena Contract - Will has sent it out for review. He has a few points that he 

would like to have revised. The length of the permit time frames needs to be corrected, 

the fee is 1250.00. The payment term being proposed is to pay at the close of business 

on the first business day following the event. 13. Parking - Will is concerned that the 

parking is being asked to be a reasonable amount and in total control of the parking for 

the event. Will would prefer that this can be excluded. Concession - They are requesting 

exclusive rights for the food vendors for the rodeo. Santa Fe Brewing is being 

approached for the alcohol sales. Concession and Beer should be exclusionary of each 

other. There is a possibility that we might be able to extend the alcohol area to include 

the covered bleachers at the rodeo grounds.

Special Conditions: NMGRA agrees to pay RBFF as a charitable org. in addition to the 

three already chosen. There is also some discussion about paying the venue for the RV 

spaces, there has been some discussion about wether or not we should be paying that 

fee. The previous contract excluded those fees and left parking control with NMGRA. 
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The committee would like for those. There was a question regarding the water and the 

tractor being included in the contract and the ability to utilize the tractor for grooming the 

arena. There was also a reference to exhibit A, which is a map of the facility, it is 

included in paragraph 1, paragraph 4, paragraph 5. 

Will will go back and renegotiate, the terms and resend the draft to the group for review. 

Will would like the rodeo committee meeting time to be held in Santa Fe next month, 

Will will try and have conference call capabilities available for the meeting. There is also 

a possibility that there will be a fundraiser on May 16th, the meeting might be able to be 

held before fundraiser. Will will coordinate and let everyone know. 

General membership may need to be moved from the 12th of May to the 26th or the 

29th.

Meeting was adjourned at 9:04 pm.
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